Making education more flexible by means of 4 student paths
1. Student path At your own pace

- The students are enrolled in a specific programme at an institution and can complete the programme at their own pace.
- They can combine their studies with other significant activities, such as a job, a start-up, sports, management tasks, or caring for family members.
> OCW-pilot ‘flex studying (paying per ECTS)’
2. Student path Off the beaten track (mobility)

- This student path fosters mobility across educational and institutional boundaries.
- Students can follow a (substantial) part of their programme in another course of study, faculty or institution without any practical obstacles.

> Pilot ‘student mobility (eduXchange.nl)’
3. Student path MyDiploma

- The 'MyDiploma' path dispenses with the idea of a predefined study programme.
- Instead:
  - Working in short cycles, students compose their own programme based on their ongoing personal and professional development, with guidance by the educational institutions.
> OCW-pilot ‘learning outcomes’
4. Student path Modulair learning

• The students enrol for modules instead of a full study programme. Learning outcomes are fully comparable to a correspondent degree programme, so that credits can be waived/awarded.

> Pilot ‘microcredentials’